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WEDNESDAY 25 SEPTEMBER
09.00 – 12.30 (PUBLIC MEETING)

1. ADOPTION OF DRAFT AGENDA
The draft agenda (in EN) was emailed to Members
on 18 September 2013 and is in the file for this
meeting.

The Chairman would like to draw your attention to
the following change in the draft agenda:

Following a request by the Rapporteur, item 8 -
Special Report 23/2012 will now take place after
item 5 (around 10.00).

The changes of the draft agenda have been
introduced in this CONT news, therefore items
appear in the order in which they will take place.

2. CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Chairman draws the attention of Members to
the following points:

2.1 Languages available:
BG, CS, DA, DE, EL, EN, ES, FI, FR, HU,
IT, LT, NL, PL, RO, SV

2.2 Webstreaming:
Members are informed that this CONT
meeting will be webstreamed via the
following link:

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/wps-europarl-
internet/frd/live/live-program?language=en
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Please be aware that each time a speaker
activates the microphone to make an
intervention, the camera will be automatically
directed to the speaker.

2.3. Electronic voting cards:
The electronic voting system will be used for
the vote scheduled during this meeting and
Members are reminded to bring their
electronic voting card.

3. APPROVAL OF CONT MINUTES
The file contains minutes of the meeting of 10 July
2013 emailed to CONT Members on 10 September
2013.

If no objections are received before the end of the
meeting the minutes will be deemed approved.

4. EUROPEAN UNION AGENCY FOR
RAILWAYS AND REPEAL OF
REGULATION (EC) NO
881/2004

 CONT/7/11848
 Rapporteur: Bogusław Liberadzki (S&D)
 Administrator responsible: Rudolfs Verdins
 Consideration of draft opinion

The progressive establishment of a European
railway area without frontiers requires Union action
in the field. The Commission's proposal urges the
strengthening of the role of the European Railway
Agency (ERA) as the European authority with an
aim to attaining a higher level of harmonisation of
the technical regulations applicable to railways at
EU level.

Nowadays the National Safety Authorities (NSAs)
are in charge of the procedures for placing in
service any part of the railway system. For cross-
border operations, a vehicle needs to be authorised
in each Member State concerned. The various
authorisation and certification procedures in the
Member States are long-lasting and hamper the free
and competitive movement of passengers and goods
across the EU.

The rapporteur Bogusław Liberadzki welcomes the
Commission's proposal which would make the ERA

in the future the single railway authority and a one-
stop-shop in the European Union for issuing vehicle
authorisation, safety certifications and
authorisations and considers that it will be the most
promising way to achieve the key objectives of the
European transport policy.

The rapporteur believes that in order to make the
improvement to the system really efficient, the
Agency’s competences should be increased rapidly
with a sound and reasonable transition period.

Deadline for amendments is on 30 September
2013, 12h00.

The adoption of the opinion by the CONT
committee is scheduled for the meeting of 4-5
November 2013 and adoption of the report by the
main Committee (TRAN) – on 14 November 2013.

5. MANDATORY AUTOMATIC
EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION IN
THE FIELD OF TAXATION

 CONT/7/13025
 Rapporteur: Crescenzio Rivellini (PPE)
 Administrator responsible: Christian Ehlers
 Consideration of draft opinion

In recent years, tax fraud and tax evasion have
increased considerably and have become a major
focus of concern within the European Union and
worldwide. Billions of euros are being lost. By
reducing fraud and tax evasion Member States
could increase tax revenues which would also
provide them with added scope to restructure their
tax systems in a way that better promotes growth as
outlined in the 2013 Annual Growth Survey.

The European Council of 2 March 2012 invited the
Council and the Commission to develop rapidly
concrete ways to improve the fight against tax
fraud. On 6 December 2012, the Commission
presented an Action plan to strengthen the fight
against tax fraud and tax evasion.

The Action Plan highlights the need to promote an
automatic exchange of information as the European
and international standard of transparency and
exchange of information in tax matters.
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The Rapporteur’s proposed amendments to the draft
Council directive aim at strengthening the European
Parliament's role in the information exchange.
Furthermore he endeavours to reinforce the
protection of the Communities financial interests.
As the broader information exchange will allow
critical and sensible information to be available, the
respect of individuals' rights, in particular privacy
and confidentiality should also be guaranteed.

Given the urgency of this file imposed on CONT by
the lead committee, which will adopt its report on 4
November, the opinion will only be available in
English. The coordinators, at their meeting on 16
September, discussed the circumstances and agreed
exceptionally to this procedure.

The deadline for tabling amendments is 27
September 2013, 12.00. The amendments can only
be tabled in English. The vote in CONT will have to
take place on 2 October 2013 in order for the
opinion to reach the lead committee before 4
November.

8. SPECIAL REPORT NO 23/2012
(2012 DISCHARGE) - HAVE EU
STRUCTURAL MEASURES
SUCCESSFULLY SUPPORTED THE
REGENERATION OF INDUSTRIAL
AND MILITARY BROWNFIELD
SITES?

 CONT/7/12520
 Rapporteur: Theodoros Skylakakis (ADLE)
 Administrator responsible: Rudolfs Verdins
 Exchange of views and consideration of a working

document, in the presence of the Member of the
European Court of Auditors responsible, Henri Grethen

The European Environmental Agency (EEA)
estimates that there are 250 000 contaminated
brownfield sites in Europe, and 3 million,
potentially contaminated. The regeneration of
brownfield sites increases the attractiveness of a
region and constitutes a prerequisite for job-creating
economic activities, creation of public spaces, etc.

The European Regional Development Fund and the
Cohesion Fund (ERDF and CF; hereafter
"Structural Measures") may co-fund up to 85 % of
the eligible expenditure of the regeneration of

brownfield sites. Over the period 2000-2013, the
allocated funding amounts to 5 700 million Euros.
Programmes are implemented under shared
management.

The main objective of the Court's audit was to
assess whether EU co-financed regeneration
projects achieved their objectives, whether the
targeting of EU support for brownfield site
regeneration was based on robust criteria and
whether the results were achieved at the lowest cost
to the EU budget.

The Court concluded that projects receiving support
from the EU usually deliver the infrastructure as
planned and most projects achieved their objectives
in terms of physical outputs. However, progress on
many of the sites is slower and at the time of the
audit, most projects had obtained modest results in
terms of economic activity and employment.

The rapporteur Mr Theodoros Skylakakis in his
recommendations stresses the need for reliable data
for the purposes of ensuring effectiveness and
performance assessment, calls for the
implementation of the-polluter- pays’ principle. The
rapporteur welcomes the Commission's proposal for
a Soil Framework Directive, which comprises of
provisions addressing a number of issues identified
by the Court and the Court's recommendations, and
urges the Council to support the Commission's
proposal.

The ECA Special Report along with the rapporteur's
working document is available on the CONT
website.

6. THE EVALUATION OF THE
UNION'S FINANCES BASED ON
THE RESULTS ACHIEVED: A NEW
TOOL FOR THE EUROPEAN
COMMISSION'S IMPROVED
DISCHARGE PROCEDURE

 CONT/7/13706
 Rapporteur: Michael Theurer (ADLE)
 Administrator responsible: Philippe Godts
 Consideration of a working document
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The Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union (TFEU) has introduced a new instrument into
the budgetary discharge toolbox: the evaluation of
the finances of the Union based on the results
achieved. Pursuant to Article 318 of the Treaty the
Commission shall prepare an annual report in this
respect.

Since it focuses on financial performance this
evaluation report complements the compliance
approach developed by the European Court of
Auditors in the chapters 1 to 9 of its annual report.
It offers the European Parliament the opportunity to
assess policy achievements, and not only the
legality of financial transactions.

In its resolution accompanying the Commission
discharge for 2011 the Parliament urged the
Commission to modify the structure of the
abovementioned evaluation report, distinguishing
the internal policies from the external ones and
focussing, within the section relating to internal
policies, on the Europe 2020 strategy as being the
main policy objective of the Union. The
Commission should emphasise the progress made in
the achievement of the flagship initiatives.

In its last report on the evaluation of the Union's
finances based on the results achieved (COM 2013
461) the Commission took on board several
recommendations made by the Parliament. However
instead of focusing on the main achievement of the
objectives of the Union, the last report of the
Commission covered EU programmes from all EU
policy areas of expenditure of the current MFF
following the current budget headings.

Furthermore, the Commission has always
announced already that it will shape the framework
for performance reporting in the light of the results
of the co-legislative work on the legal instruments
for the next generation of programmes.

The abovementioned working document points out
that the report on financial performance should not
produce another set of partial evaluations made be it
at midterm or in end of the programming period.

The budgetary authority needs a clear view of the
real achievements made on the main objectives of

the Union which are by nature cross cutting the
budget headings.

The article 318 TFUE evaluation report should
ideally contribute to the analytic capacity of the
budgetary authority to draw adequate lessons from
the past. Focussing on the main objectives of the
Union as defined by the Commission itself, it
should provide a global and politically meaningful
evaluation of the Union policies.

In these conditions the evaluation report will be
seen as the missing link between performance
evaluation and performance audit. It will also
contribute to reinforcing the performance culture in
the financial management of the Union and paving
the possible way for a performance based budget.

The working document (EN version) was circulated
on 18 September. Other language versions will be
available after 2 October on the CONT website. The
working document will be discussed in CONT on
25 September. A draft report will be tabled and
discussed on 7 November 2013.

7. SPECIAL REPORT NO 3/2013
(2012 DISCHARGE) - HAVE THE
MARCO POLO PROGRAMMES BEEN
SUCCESSFUL IN SHIFTING
TRAFFIC OFF THE ROAD?

 CONT/7/13457
 Rapporteur: Inés Ayala Sender (S&D)
 Administrator responsible: Tereza Pinto De Rezende
 Exchange of views and consideration of a working

document, in the presence of the Member of the
European Court of Auditors responsible, Ville Itälä

The Marco Polo programmes were set to promote
the traffic shift of the road freight traffic to short sea
shipping, rail and inland waterway transport or to
combine different modes of transport in which road
journeys would be as short as possible. The
objective of the audit was to find out whether
programmes Marco Polo I and Marco Polo II (up to
July 2012) had been effective in doing that transfer.

The Court concluded that they had not been
effective because the shifting targets were not
achieved, road freight transport continued dominant
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when compared to other means of transport, data
provided to assess the benefits was not accurate,
there were not enough relevant projects to finance
and external elements, such as the economic and
financial crisis had a negative impact in its
performance. The Court also considered that the
Commission did not perform an adequate market
analyses to assess the potential success of the
programmes.

The Rapporteur welcomes the report and endorses
its recommendations. However, the Rapporteur
considers that the concept of the programme is still
valid and highlights the positive elements of its
creation and implementation. The Commission
needs to analyse thoroughly the results and make
the necessary adjustments so that the multimodality
continues to be an objective to achieve in the EU
transport policy.  The economic and financial crisis
together with limited funding can partially explain
the underperformance of the Programmes but
cannot be seen as a justification to disinvestment.

The ECA Special Report along with the rapporteur's
working document is available on the CONT
website.

9. SPECIAL REPORT NO 2/2013
(2012 DISCHARGE) - "HAS THE
COMMISSION ENSURED
EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION OF
FP7 (SEVENTH FRAMEWORK
PROGRAMME )?"

 CONT/7/12529
 Rapporteur: Monika Panayotova (PPE)
 Administrator responsible: Mauro De Oliveira
 Exchange of views and consideration of a working

document, in the presence of the Member of the
European Court of Auditors responsible, Ladislav Balko

The Court's Special Report focused on the Seventh
Framework Programme for research, technological
development and demonstration activities (FP7) one
of the largest single research programmes in the
world. FP7 provides more than 50 billion euro for
the period 2007-2013 in support of research-related
activities, including basic and applied research
educational and innovation activities.

The Rapporteur, Ms Panayotova, agrees with the
overall evaluation of the Court of Auditors that "the
Commission has taken a number of steps to simplify
the rules for participation" by introducing a number
of administrative and financial simplifications to
FP7 rules, however, insists that the periods could be
further shortened based on improved internal
communication, sharing of best practices, as well as
the timely introduction of effective new IT tools.

The Rapporteur welcomes the increased application
of flat rates on direct and indirect costs, including
the introduction of average personnel costs however
highlights the need for continued efforts towards
standardisation of reimbursement practices.

Ms Panayotova expresses concerns on the
unsuccessful effort to establish a certification
mechanism for the approval of cost methodologies
that would give assurance to the beneficiaries on
their methodologies and considers that the wide-
spread implementation of flat rate on indirect costs
in Horizon 2020 will further contribute to
preventing possible financial abuses and decreasing
the error rates thereby benefiting SMEs.

The Rapporteur underlines the necessity to strike
the right balance between a less administrative
burden and an effective financial control and further
notes that due to the specifics of the research field a
risk-tolerant and science-based approach should be
encouraged so as to achieve research excellence and
better impact of projects.

Ms Panayotova also invites the Commission to
further promote the "research-innovation-market"
link to boost the relative economic competitiveness
of Europe on a global scale, eliminating the gap
between research outputs and successful product
realisation.

The ECA Special Report along with the rapporteur's
working document is available on the CONT
website.

*
* *

WEDNESDAY 25 SEPTEMBER
15.00 – 18.30 (PUBLIC MEETING)
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10. HEARING ON "EUROPEAN
COURT OF AUDITORS: FROM
LEGALITY AND REGULARITY
AUDITS TO EVALUATION OF
EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS
OF EU PROJECTS AND
PROGRAMMES. THE SPECIAL
REPORTS AS A USEFUL
INSTRUMENT FOR THE
LEGISLATOR"

 CONT/7/11801
 Rapporteur: Theodoros Skylakakis (ADLE)
 Administrator responsible: Rudolfs Verdins

The aim of the hearing is to learn from the
experience of the international counterparts and
Member State's experiences in the transition to
performance audit oriented approach, and to discuss
the options at Union level, to hear the positions of
the European Court of Auditors (ECA) and the
European Commission, and to draw attention to
ECA Special Reports (SRs) as readily available and
valuable instruments for evaluation of efficiency
and effectiveness of EU projects and programmes.
Four experts are invited to give their opinion on the
matter and bring forward possible replies to those
questions.

In the first part of the hearing, Christopher Mihm,
Managing Director for Strategic Issues of the
United States Government Accountability Office
(GAO) will speak on ‘Performance audit of the
federal spending in the U.S. - the experience of
GAO’, and Jean-Marie Bertrand, Rapporteur-
General and President of Chamber of the French
Court of Auditors, will present ‘Performance audit
from a perspective of a National Court of Auditors’.
A question and answer session will follow.

In the second part, Vítor Caldeira, President of the
European Court of Auditors, will intervene on
Compliance audit versus performance audit as seen
from the perspective of the European Court of
Auditors and Algirdas Šemeta, Commissioner

responsible for Taxation, Customs, Statistics, Audit
and Anti-Fraud in the European Commission, will
speak on the use of result and impact indicators
from the perspective of the European Commission.
A question and answer session and general debate
will follow.

The opening remarks are to be made by the
Chairman, Mr Theurer, and the introduction and the
closing remarks will be made by the Rapporteur, Mr
Theodoros Skylakakis.

*
* *

THURSDAY26 SEPTEMBER2013
09H00 - 11H30 (PUBLIC MEETING)

*** ELECTRONIC VOTE ***

11. BUDGETARY MANAGEMENT OF
EUROPEAN UNION PRE-
ACCESSION FUNDS IN THE
AREAS OF JUDICIAL SYSTEMS
AND THE FIGHT AGAINST
CORRUPTION IN THE
CANDIDATE AND POTENTIAL
CANDIDATE COUNTRIES

 CONT/7/05332
 Rapporteur: Monica Luisa Macovei (PPE)
 Administrator responsible: Christian Ehlers
 Adoption of draft report

The draft report was discussed in committee on 10
July 2011.

In her report the rapporteur recalled that the rule of
law is the cornerstone of democratic governance
and stresses that the justice system needs to be more
predictable in order to ensure that people and the
business community trust the judiciary. With regard
to the fight against corruption, she noted that
genuine implementation and concrete results, in
particular in the cases of high level political
corruption and corruption in the judiciary, are still a
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big challenge in the candidate and potential
candidate countries.

The rapporteur stresses the need for better planning
and funding for anti-corruption work based on a
broad range of stakeholders, and called on the
Commission to develop a longer-term and broad-
based strategic perspective of EU funding for civil
society organisations which are working in the areas
of transparency and anti-corruption.

Furthermore, the rapporteur analysed the efficiency
of the implementation of projects, their performance
and sustainability. The final remarks concerned
monitoring and evaluation, where the rapporteur
concentrated on Results Oriented Monitoring
Reports and on transparency of the assistance. The
rapporteur called for a database listing all of the
projects funded under pre-accession assistance
programmes to be established and made publicly
available.

In July the deadline for tabling amendments was
fixed for 5 September 2013, 12.00h. The CONT
secretariat received 96 amendments. They were sent
to Members on 6 September 2013 followed by the
"empty" voting list, in its revised form, on 17
September.

The different language versions of the amendments
can be found on the CONT website when they
become available. The voting list, including the
rapporteur's recommendations and possible
compromises, will be circulated as soon as possible.

12. 2011 DISCHARGE: EU
GENERAL BUDGET, EUROPEAN
COUNCIL AND COUNCIL

 CONT/7/12913
 Rapporteur: Andrea Češková (ECR)
 Administrator responsible: Tereza Pinto De Rezende
 Adoption of draft report

The Rapporteur seeks a well participated debate
before the vote on the 8 amendments tabled to her
second report on the European Council and
Council's discharge. Request to grant and to refuse
the discharge will first be voted on and then those
amendments tabled to the motion for a resolution.

The report is foreseen to October I session and a
debate has been programmed.

***END OF ELECTRONIC VOTE ***

13. ANNUAL REPORT 2012 ON THE
PROTECTION OF THE EU'S
FINANCIAL INTERESTS - FIGHT
AGAINST FRAUD

 CONT/7/13187
 Rapporteur: Inés Ayala Sender (S&D)
 Administrator responsible: Olivier Sautière
 Presentation of the Union's Financial Interest report by

Algirdas Šemeta, Commissioner for Taxation and
Customs Union, Audit and Anti-Fraud,

 Presentation of the OLAF annual report by Giovanni
Kessler, Director-General of the European Anti-Fraud
Office (OLAF)

As in previous years, the Committee on Budgetary
Control decided to draw up a report on the
Protection of the Union's financial interests.

In the framework of the preparation of the draft
report, two presentations are planned during the
meeting of 26 September:

- Commissioner Algirdas Šemeta will
present the Report from the Commission to the
European Parliament and the Council on the
Protection of the European Union's financial
interests - Fight against fraud - Annual Report 2012
(COM(2013)548). The Commission presents, in
cooperation with the Member States, the Annual
Report under Article 325 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union.
The purpose of the report is both to assess to what
extent the EU funds or revenue of the EU budget
are at risk of misuse due to fraudulent or non-
fraudulent irregularities and to describe the actions
taken to address the issue. To be noted, for this
annual report, that a particular emphasis was placed
on measures and irregularities relating to
agriculture.

- The Director-General of OLAF, Giovanni
Kessler, will present the Thirteenth report of the
European Anti-Fraud Office - 1 January to 31
December 2012. The report contains the summary
of OLAF's achievements in 2012 following the
recent internal reorganisation of OLAF and the
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implementation of new investigative procedures.
Besides case examples, the report also includes the
main policy developments to fight against fraud,
inter alia, in the field of cigarette smuggling, in the
framework of OLAF's cooperation with its external
partners notably with the proposal to establish a
European Public Prosecutor's Office (EPPO) and for
the implementation of the Commission Anti-Fraud
Strategy (CAFS).

14. EXCHANGE OF VIEWS WITH THE
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE
OF THE DANISH PARLIAMENT

 CONT/7/13814
 Administrator responsible: Tereza Pinto De Rezende

The Members of the Public Accounts Committee of
the Danish Parliament were invited to attend a
CONT meeting to discuss the following subjects: 1)
the state of the financial management of the
European budget and the initiatives of better
spending such as management declarations; 2) the
role of national parliaments and national audit
institutions in improving the financial management
and 3) main problems and challenges for the future.

The Committee is composed of the following six
Members: Mr Peder Larsen, Chairman (Socialist
People's Party), Mr Henrik Thorup, Vice Chairman
(Danish People's Party), Mr Helge Adam Moller,
member (Conservative People's Party), Mr Kristian
Jensen, MP and member (Liberal Party), Mr Klaus
Frandsen, member (Socialist Liberal Party) and Mr
Henrik Sass Larsen, MP and member (Social
Democratic Party) and it will be accompanied by
Ms Lone Strom, Auditor General and members of
the secretariat of the Committee and the National
Audit Office.

*
* *

11H30 - 12H30 (IN CAMERA)

15. AD-HOC MEETING OPEN TO
CONT MEMBERS ON THE
COOPERATION AGREEMENTS
WITH THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY

(IN CAMERA)

16. ANY OTHER BUSINESS

17. DATE OF NEXT MEETING(S)

The next meeting of the Committee on Budgetary
Control will take place in Brussels on:

 2 October 2013, 15.00 – 18.30


